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About This Game

Pickaxe ready? Coal, iron, gold & diamond! 18 Miners to unlock! Getcha' chop!

Checkout our new game KickAss Commandos!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

If you like Miner Mayhem, also try Tiki Man!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Get chopping in this action packed, arcade style game. You are a miner, sent to the deepest depths of the mine in search of gold,
silver, diamonds, and other precious ores. Get the treasures while avoiding the falling rock. 4 random environments and 18

unique miners to unlock. Chop til you drop!
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Anarchy Enterprises
Publisher:
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Weaboo Mega Man. A guilty pleasure to be sure, Wasted many hours of my life on this game long ago. Still holds up and brings
back good memories. Could not get to scale well to my screen, may just be me though.. I cant Explain how BAD This Game is!
 Dont Try it By Yourself! Its a Waste of Time!

 0\/10 Worst game Ever Played!. Connect the money services better.. This is my first choice of game that I've played. I
thoroughly enjoyed it with my first playthrough and I think the choice driven storyline is fantastic. Multiple storyline endings
with strong narratives.. OK, let's get the bad out of the way first: This game feels unfinished, like it should have been labeled
Early Access. The tutorial is quickly useless because it tells you to make a move that you can't make, and you can't skip past that
part. There are little annoyances like a lack of a volume control and a user interface that is more complicated than it has to be.
Worst of all, it's a two player game, and right now your only options are a computer opponent who is astonishingly easy to
defeat once you figure out the basics or hoping that there's someone online waiting to play (and you have the perserverance to sit
there watching a fullscreen window with nothing happening until someone does decide to play, as I don't think there's any
special sound to alert you when a game starts, and if you alt=tab away you could miss the whole thing). The developer
participates in the Steam forums, though, so hopefully he'll address these problems in an update soon,

But then there are the good things: The basic rules are somewhat easy to learn but reveal extra complexity as you play. There's
the simple pleasure of setting up blocks to build your tower the way you want and the fun of knocking your opponent's blocks
down. There's also strategy, including deciding whether to build defensively or to push your luck by stretching your tower out to
great heights and depths in order to increase the power of the effects of the rooms you build... and thereby making an easy
target to get the structure blown to bits and come tumbling down. The price is relatively inexpensive, which means even if you
have to get an extra copy to give to a friend to ensure you have someone to play against it won't be too painful.

At first I didn't think I liked this game, what with the various problems mentioned above. But I ended up saying "just one more
gane" over and over until I realized I had played for several hours. If they ever fix the computer opponent's programming to be
more challenging it will be a great solo game, but until then you'll want to find someone else to play against, because that's when
the real fun begins.. a very stupid game. No current single player and NO OCEANIA SERVERS, nearest server is in Asia and
has 270 ping, if you want to play you need to make your own dedicated server, no thanks mate.
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This game....

I thought I'd play a few rounds with my brother and then get back to work but three hours passed by and we want more!

Surely there's lots of room for improvment but given the early access state of it, I got to say that I'm having a blast! Can't wait
for the future of this game, I'm sure it'll be worth the wait.

Buy this game if you're looking for insta-fun with your friends. Totally worth even in the early-access!. If there was an option
that says "Meh" I would've chosen it: (GO TO BOTTOM TO SEE OVERALL RATING)

Pros:
-Job Simulator sequel
-Smooth gameplay
-Funny encounters

Cons:
-No turning (Some parts are completely unplayable if you have a small/medium room)
-Repetitive gameplay
-Some boring tasks

Overall: Worth the price once further developed! :) For its current state... 6/10 at best... ;(
Good phrase for this sad "sequel" of Job Simulator: "Look how they've massacred my boy".
--\----------------------/---------
---\0--------------------\--------
----|-\--------------------\0__/-
----|--\_/-----------------/-------
----|---------------------/--------
---/\ --------------___/---------
--/--\--------------------\--------
-/----\--------------------|-------. It's a fun single-player campaign.

There are a TON of weapons to choose from, probably more than any other shooter I've played. And all those weapons have alt-
fire modes as well, so there's a huge variety. You've got everything from rail guns to deployable force fields to black hole
generators, it's really impressive.

The solid gameplay that we know and expect from other Unreal games is here too -- expect some great firefights!

Some of the music tracks were pretty catchy; I particularly liked the Suferon music track (I'm listening to it now as I write this
review).

I played on Windows 7 64 bit. There were a few minor bugs but all could be rectified by going to an earlier save. Graphics are
mildly dated by 2016 standards but it's very playable.

The two main complaints about the previous game were nonlinear levels and lack of a strong story. These issues were definitely
addressed in Unreal 2! The levels are very linear so it's hard to get lost. The story now involves interactive choices (for flavor
only, as the levels will always play out the same way). There are also downtime missions where you interact with your crew and
get briefings on your spaceship.

I found it hard to relate to the protagonist, but overall I found the story enjoyable. Buy it if it's $5 or less!

. Another awful Bomberman wannabe game. Not only is it insanely bland, but core bomberman mechanics are completely
absent - like not being able to trap people in corners with bombs. The items are rather lacking too and the level design is awful.
You can see that from the screenshots alone.

I dream of the day PC gets a good bomberman clone..
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Until then we're stuck with bland knockoffs like this. Its not horrible, but its not very good so don't bother.
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